
TUSHY TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY.

1. Offer: All bidet attachments (TUSHY Classic 3.0 and/or TUSHY Spa 3.0 and/or TUSHY
Spa 3.0 + Stool and/or TUSHY Ace Electric Bidet Seat) are 40% off when you use
promo code BUTTSAVER40, maximum of 6 (six)

2. Offer Term: This Offer is only available on eligible orders placed via hellotushy.com from
May 31st 2023 12am EDT to June 10th 2023 3:00AM EDT

3. Offer Redemption: To redeem this Offer, you must use promo code BUTTSAVER40 on
hellotushy.com during the sale period. Taxes and shipping still apply.

4. Single Use: This Offer cannot be combined with any other promotion, discount, offer,
code, certificate, or coupon (including the purchase of gift cards). All orders must be
shipped to one mailing address to qualify.

5. Offer Eligible Products: Offer only applicable on purchase of TUSHY Classic 3.0
and/or TUSHY Spa 3.0 and/or TUSHY Spa 3.0 + Stool and/or TUSHY Ace Electric Bidet
Seat, maximum of 6 (six). Offer does not apply to any other TUSHY products.

6. No Price Matching: Offer only applicable during Offer Term—no price matching for past
or future purchases.

7. Return Policy: See return policy here. Sale items, bundles, The System, TUSHY Brush,
TUSHY Stand, Coconut Husk Scrubbing Pads, bamboo drying products, towel products,
t-shirts (and other TUSHY merch items) are not eligible for returns. All orders outside of
the U.S. and Canada are not eligible for returns.

8. Offers Regions: TUSHY only ships to the US, Canada and Australia. Shipping charges,
duties, and taxes still apply. All prices on hellotushy.com are in USD.

9. Cover Our Asses: TUSHY reserves the right at our discretion to revoke, suspend,
cancel and/or amend any offer and these terms and conditions at any time and without
notice. Offers are non-transferable, non-exchangeable and no cash alternative is offered.
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